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With the goal o f i nvestigating the functions of
introns we have b een studying the cytochrome b (or box)
and oxi-3 genes of yeast mitochondr i a . ' They a re encoded
in the 68 to 76 kb mitochondrial DNA (1) a l ong with only
f ive o the r known p r o teins and all of the rib os omal and
transfer RNA ' s required for mitochondrial protein
s ynthesi s (see Figure 1) . Although several mitochondria l
genes (o li-l, oli-2, oxi-2, and nine tRNA's) have been
shown by sequencing to be c ontinuo us throughout their
coding regions (2-8) three genes (box, 19 rRNA, oxi - 3)
are thought t o be split. The cytochrome b a nd 19 rRNA
introns have been loc ated by R-loop electron microscopy,
blot hybridi zation and genetic mapping (8-13). The
arguments fo r oxi-3 being s p lit a r e mor e indirect
(11 ,14) .

For the investigation of s plit genes this system has
a number o f impressive advantages over mos t o the rs at
present:
1) Most mitochondria11y e ncoded RNA's and proteins
have been mapped a nd alte r ations in thes e macromolecules
are particularly easy to detect.
2) Petite deletions provide a s table way to inhibit
mito chondrial protein synthesis.
3) Mutations are easily i sol a t e d and characterized b y
complement at ion and fine structure petite deletion
mapping.
4) Of about 200 mutations in cytochrome b
characterized to date about half affect expression of
anot her mitochondrial gene o xi-3. All o f these p leiotr opic
cytochrome b mutations affect trans-acting elements (defined
by complementation p r operties) and many map to within th e
introns of the cytoch r ome b gene.
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Figure 1. Genetic and physical map of the known
mitochondrial genes and the cytochrome b ( box) loci
assoc iated with five exons (rectangles) ana-three of t he
four introns (inner circle) .

figure 1 shows a detailed sch emat ic of the cyto chr ~
b (or box ) gene de rived from R- loop and petite deletion
mappin~Th e coding region of goo nucleotid es is spl it
into at least five exons (depicted as rectangles) by [ 0 l arge introns ; the whole gene spans 8 to 9 kbp .
.Henceforth each locus will be refer ed to by its box l ~
number (defi ned by recombinat ional linkage in order of
discovery ) as well as its physical exon or intron numbe r
(in order fr om 5 1 to 3 ' ) , Thus box 1 is th e third i ntro~_
Functions within Introns
The first surprise i n the study of this c ytochrome ·
gene came from complementation betwe en box mutants (15 ) .
Analysis of complementation was don e by following the
ki ne tics of o xyge n utilization after ma t in g t wo
cytochrome b muta nts (r es piration deficient) . The mut a L~
mi toc hondria pr esumeably fuse in the zygotes soon afte r
mixing and at 9 t o 11 hours one sees r espirat ion, if tne
muta nts are in sepa rat e genes, due to compl ementati on O~
at 17 to 19 hours due to recombi nati on if in the same
gene. A priori one expects al l of the mutations wit hi E
single cytoc hrome b gene to be in the same
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Figur e 2. An al ys is o f mit ochondr ia l RNA tr ansfe red to
diazo paper (36) and hybridized to a 200 bp DNA f ragment
from the box- 6 region. Wi ld type . bo x 3- 2 and box 7- 1
mutants are-indicated. RNA sizes are-in kb.
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complementation group . Indeed all exon mutants (many of
which terminate t he cytochrome b chain) fa i l to
complement each other i n all combinations tested ; intran
mutants fai l to complement other intran mutants al leles
at the same locus. However, all intran mutants
complement each other and most exon mutants . Thus box 3,
box 10, and box 7 introns were shown to define three-Inaependent trans- acting elements i nvolved in some
unknown step i n cytochrome b gene expr ession.
The next important finding came when the RNA 's from
the i ntron mutants were analyzed (12 ,1 4) . figure 2 shows
total mitochondrial RNA from wild type, box- 3 (first
intron ) and box- 7 (second intron) mutants separated by
electrophoreSIS in denaturing methyl mercury agarose ,
blotted and hybridized with nick-translated DNA from the
box-6 (fifth exon) region. The wild type pattern shows a
prominent 2.3 kb RNA . Normally the 3.9 kb band is quite
weak in the wild type. This preparation shows weak
putative precursor RNA bands al l the way up to 8.5 kb .
The box- 3 (first intran) mutants accumulate vast
quantities of the 7.5 and 8.5 kb RNA ' s barely visible in
wild type. The 8 . 5 Kb RNA may contain all introns intact.
The 7. 5 kb RNA probably has lost a piece of the 2kb first
intron in the form of a 1 kb circular RNA (12). The box
- 7 (third intron) mutants accumulate the 3.9 kb RNA
(which has lost the first two 'introns) and a subset of
the larger RNA ' s. No 2.3 kb cytochrome b mRNA is visible
in either mutant . We conclude that the trans - acting
elements defineq by the complementation data are required
for RNA splicing.
How might the intron encoded trans - acting elements
function? The RNA from these introns could act in trans
either directly as base- pairing guides for splicing
(f igure 3) or as mRNA ' s for RNA splicing enzyme subunits
(figure 4). We note at the top of figure 3 that in RNA
guide models wild type RNA splicing normally need only
use intramolecular RNA guidance (not trans acting RNA).
The purely schematic bimolecular RNA complex shown at the
bottom of figure 3 . represents a variety of possible
interactions of introns either free or as part of
pre- mRNA's with sequences involved in aligni ng the splice
junctions. Other alternative mechanisms involving
recombination between mutant RNA 's during splicing or
otherwise has been shown to be an unlikely explanation
for complementation. This was done by tagging exons with
drug resistance and chain- termination markers in
complementation tests (18,19) . These experiments showed
that onl y the exons from a single precursor RNA were
brought together by splicing.
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Figure 3. A typical guide RNA hypothesis for (A) wild
type intramolecular RNA folding and (8) complementation
of intran mutant RNA (thin outer line with rectangles as
exons) by exon mutant RNA (thick inner arrow) ~ The short
regions of basepairing by intran sequences serve to align
the junctions for splicing. The functional intran
sequences found in the exon mutant replace the defective
guide.
Cytochrome b RNA's Found in Petite Deletion Mutants
A basic prediction of the guide RNA hypotheses is
that only nuclear encoded RNA splicing enzymes need be
required for cytochrome b RNA processing. In contrast,
intran encoded protein hypotheses require mitochondrial
protein synthesis. How might one test this critical
prediction? The use of mitochondrial protein synthesis
i nhibitors for enough cell divisions to allow dilution of
mitochondrially encoded proteins results in accumulation
of drug resistant and petite deletion mutants (20). We
chose to take advantage of a unique property of the
petite deletion mutants. These deletions lack tRNA's or
rRNA 's required for mitochondrial protein synthesis and
can be propagated in this state indefin itely.
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Figure 1I . Intron encoded spligase hypotheses . Two representatives of a variety of
trans l ational start sites and phases are shown. Sol i d arrows i ndicate proteins encoded by
exons (recta ngles), introns (thin lines) , or both .
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Two of the petites that we have stud i ed a re depicted
in figure 5 ; one has retained the large rRNA and the
other the small rRNA gene . Both have an intact
cytochrome b gene since they can restore respiratory
function by recombination with a deletion of the entire
box region. figure 6 shows that rRNA's in the two
petites are transcribed and processed normally in the
absence of mitochondrial protein synthesis (more than 60
generations after the deletion of the rRNA genes) . The
wild type RNA enriched for mitochondrial RNA displays . in
lane C, four prominent bands: in order from the top ,
large cytoplasmic, large mitoc hodrial . small cytoplasmic,
and the small mitochondrial rRNA's . The petite 01P2 has
on ly the small mt rRN A. The petite 1S2509 has normal
sized l arge mt rRNA. Furthermore, hybridization of the
1S2509 RNA with pure intron DNA (21) also i ndicates that
splicing of the Ig rRNA is normal in this petite (not
shown). We conclude th2t all of the protein components
required for the

Figure 5. DNA sequences retained in petites used for

analysis of rRNA and cytb RNA are indicated by the black
inner curved bars . A) Petite OIP2 (37) . B) petites
K114-4A/I21/IS2509. 3319 (Dujon and Church unpublished).
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Figure 6 . Petite deletion strains (A:OIP2 . 8 = IS2509) and
wild type (e) rRNA ' s visualized by ethidium . Normal
sized small (A) and large (B) mt rRNA's are evident in
the petites (white arrows).
pr ocessing for the large rRNA must be encoded in the
yeast nucleus. The lanes labeled petite s in figure 7
show the pattern arising after hybridization of the

petite RNA's with the box- 6 (fifth exon) probe . There is
a major 7 . 5 kb partialry-spliced RNA and a minor 8.5 kb
RNA . No fully processed cytochrome b RNA appears at 2. 3
kb (the pattern is identical to that found in box- 3
mutants), So both petites fail to process cytocnrome b
RNA past the initial initial splicing step (which is also

unaffected by all intron mutants).

Although the

mitochondrial ribosome or RNAs not found in either petite
may be required as a cofactors for the splicing , the
simplest interpretation of this result is that a
mitochondrially encoded pratein is required for
cytochrome b RNA splicing .
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Figure 7. Cytochrome b RNA's found in the petite
de l etions l acking mitochondrial pr otein synthesis wild
type and two pleiotropic bo x poi nt mutants . The l anes
displayed are : 4 = box 4- 2 (G 1334) ; As = 152509,3319 ; wt =
7773A wil d type mitochondrial genes ; 7 = box 7-1 (G 1659).

Further Predictions of the Hypothesis that Spl icing
Enzymes are Encoded by the Introns
Thes e observati ons force us to look more clos ely at
those models in which the trans - acting functions e ncod ed
in the cytochrome b introns would be spli ci ng en zymes .
As shown in figure 4 an initiation site for protein
synthesis withi n the in t ron might be r ecogni z ed in the
pre - mRNA or on the free in tran. Alternatively
transla t ion across a spl ice junction could occur either
in phase or out of phase with the cytochrome b gene. The
hy pothesis that the active splici ng enzymes ar e initiated
in phase with and near to the cytochrome b N- terminus and
then read through the splice junction , seems mos t
consistent with a variety of additional observa ti o ns on
c ytoc hr ome b mut ants . figure 8 br i efly summarizes data on
the molecular phenotypes of several exon , intron , and
putat ive junction mutants tha t have been analyzed ,
including the sizes of the cytochr ome b RNA 's that
accumulate (14 ,1 2) , the sizes of the new proteins t hat
appe ar (22- 27) and the pleiotropic effects on other
mitochondrial gen e products : oxi - 3 protein and RNA
(14 , 22 , 23 , 25) .
--
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The single assumption that protein synthesis across
splice junctions results in splicing enzyme (hereafter
called spl ig ase) C- terminal domains attached to
cytochrome b N- terminal domains makes the followi ng
predictions (which are not made by any of the other
intran protein or RNA models):
1 ) Long protein coding regions must exist within the
introns in phase with the adjacent upstream cytochrome
b ex on (in contrast, for random DNA 18% G+C, the
probability of avo i ding an UAG or ~~8 stop for 35
) . A 250 amino
codons is 0. 05 and for 250 is 4x10
acid reading frame i n the box- 3 intran is implied by
data discussed below.
--2) S i nce the complementation data is consi s tent with
each spligase specifically cleaving its own intran ,
each protein would be autoregulatory:
destroying it s own mRNA by splicing out.
!n such
a way only trace catalytic amounts of each
protein should exist in wild type mitochondria , but
overproduction to the high levels of the cytochrome b
protein itself should be evident in the intron mutants
due to the accumulation of the partially spl iced
RNA 's. Exactly such levels of new proteins lar~er
than cytochrome b are generally seen (23,24 , 25 , 7).
3) I f these new proteins are r ead through f rom the
cytochrome b start into the intron, they must have
N- terminal homology to cytochrome b . Preliminary
immunoprecipitation and peptide mapping results are
consistent with this prediction (24,27).
4) The intron mutants, wh ich have been chosen to be non
leaky, must be missense or nonsense mutants in some
mitoc hondrial protein. If the mutat ions are
termina tors, the sizes of the new overproduced
prot ei ns must be colinear with the genetiC map
position of the alleles. The genetic order (figure 8)
of the box- 3 alleles (5' to 3'): 3- 1, 0 - 2 , 3- 3,3- 4) ,
3- 5 fits well with a 42000 da lton spligase terminated
at 30,34, and 38000 dal tons (15) . In this
interpr et ation, box3- 2 and 3- 4 must be missense
mutations.
--5) Double mutants with an exon mutation upstream from an
i ntron mutation should have detectable levels of on l y
the short protein (terminated within the e xon), as was
found in all of the five such double mutants inspected
(28) .
6) The box- 3 (first intron) mutants should accumu l ate
the largest cytochrome b RNA's since the mRNA ' s for
the spligases specific for subsequent steps are not
matured (see figure 9) . 80x- 10 (second intron) mutant
RNA's should be one intron smaller. Box- 7 (third
intron ) mutant RNA's still one smaller. True:the
sizes are 7.5 , 6.2, 3.9 kb, respectively ( 12 , 14).
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Figure 8 . Summary o f t he sizes of the mutant cytochrome b RNA's and mitochondrial proteins and

the pleiotropi c effects on oxi-3 gene expression . Each column is headed by the box locus with
t he phenotypes below . The protein data for 14 exon (or j unction) and 8 intron mutants are
summarized as are the RNA data for 8 exon and 5 intran mutants. The genet i C order of five
alleles at three box- 3 sub loci ( 13) is indicated. Different box-4 and box- l alleles give
different RNA distributions and degree of oxi - 3 expression (see-text) . lJXi-3 phenotype refers
to disappearance of spectral band , enzymatic activity, 40000 dalton prot~and 2.3 kb oxi - 3
RNA (with concomittant increase in 3.3 kb ox i-3 RNA) .
-----
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Figure 9. Detailed model for cytochrome b RNA splicing
showi ng s e quence of spligase mRNA generation and
autoregulation . The RNA structures and sizes in kb are
hypothetical and refer to RNA's accumulating in the
mutants (figure 8) .
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7)

Since box-7 mutants fail in some step of oxi-3 RNA
process1ng (accumulating a 3.3 kb RNA in prace-of the
normal 2.3 kb species), this intran must encode a
product required for this process. This may be the
same protein which is required for the splicing out
the last two cytochrome b introns (figure 9).
8) Excn termination mutants in box-4,-B. and -1
(first,second, and third exon~but not necessarily
missense mutants and not box-2 and box-6 mutants
should:
--8a) accumulate cytochrome b RNA characteristic of
adjacent downstream intron mutants. Box 4-2
resembles 3-2 and 3-4; 4-1 and 1-2 show abnormal
levels of cytochrome b RNA precursors but
detectable levels of 2.3kb mRNA (12,14:-rigure 7).
8b) complement only downstream intran mutants poorly.
Box 4-1,4-2 fail to complement box 3-1; box 8-1
complements 3-5 better than 10-,-and 7-1; box 1-1
complements 3-1 better than 7-1; however, box 1-2
complements box 7-1 fine (15,29). .
8e) fail in the same step of oxi-3 RNA processing as

box-7 mutants.

For alleles box 4-1,4-2,1-1, and

1=2 this seems to be the case-\14,15, Church
unpublished).

.

This hypothesis is an e xample of the general suggestion
that alternate readings and splicings play a role in
providing alternate proteins, that one protein's introns
can be another protein's exons.

Questions Rais ed by the Specific Model
A few observations not obviously explained by this
hypothesis deserve mention. At first glance, the chain
termination mutations within the exons should fail to
complement downstrean intron mutations, since they should
also terminate the corresponding spligase. However, the
overproduction then of the spligase messenger could

permit enough read-through of a slightly leaky nonsense
codon (which is often observed in other systems (30-33»
to generate a functional, enzymatic amount of spligase.
In fact, in these mutants the splicing pattern is
aberrant, only a reduced amount of mature mRNA but high
levels of precursors .
Box 2-4 has t empe rature sensitive effects on oxi-3
but may lie at the junction of box-7 and box-2 (Clalsse
et al., 1980) or affect some function in tEe last intron.
Far more mutations have been found within the cytochrome
b exons and box-3 locus than within the box-10 or box-7
loci. This may reflect a smaller functional unit or
active site (e.g. an oligonucleotide guid e RNA) or
peculiarities of the mutagenic or screening procedures.
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Several novel large proteins found in some pleiotropic
mutants are still unexplained. These may represent
post - translational modification, new reading frames, or
oxi- 3 encoded proteins (whose mRNA's have accumulated for
reasons outlined above). We would suggest that these
other proteins are not translated from random non-coding

regions but like the hypothetical fused splicing enzymes
in figure 9 have functions in wild type, some possibly
unrelated to RNA processing.

Some intriguing directions for inquiry are suggested
by this hypothesis of fused splocing enzymes encoded in
introns: Are the intron protein functions sufficient for
splicing or are nuclear proteins and/or mitochondrial
guide RNA's also required? Are the three intron
spligases homologous? If so, was a special transposition
mechanism used to generate a domain triplication (34)?
Of what use is an N- terminal cytochrome b domain for a
splicing enzyme? Perhaps membrane binding? How many
proteins in this and other systems translate across
splice junctions and read through terminator codons
normally? So far papovavirus early genes (35) represent
examples of the former, TMV and MuLV polymerase genes the

latter (30- 32).

How many other uncommon proteins lie

hidden in the "extra" DNA of the yeast mitochondrion
whose genome is five times larger than that of other
mitochondria? Finally, if the cytochrome b mRNA
processing really requires four separate RNA splicing
recognition subunits how does one interpret the apparent
universality of nuclear splicing activities?
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DISCUSSION
1.
HERSKOWITZ:
Is
it
possible
that
some
of
your
complementation results with different oxi-3 mutants are due
to recombination rather than complementation?

G.M. CHURCH:
I have not done these experiments myself so I
can't give an expert opinion on this, but this complementa tion
has been done with a number of genes. For example, when you
pair cytochr ome B with oxi-l, ~ and ~ mutants you see
complementation. For all pairs of exon mutants that have been
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looked

at,

you

see

only

the
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recombinations

not

complementation. Those are the only internal controls that I
know of. In every case, time points are taken every half hour
and screened for recombinants.
R. BUTOW: Do you know if the pattern of splicing that you see
in a given petite mutant is independent of the nuclear
background?
C.M.

CHURCH:

I

have

looked at diploids where

the nuclear

background has been changed to introduce the OP-I+ allele for
the box mutants and those look the same, but I haven ' t looked
at effects on petites yet.
A. HALBREICH:
First

of

There are a few things I wanted to correct here.

all,

there

is

a

distinct

difference

between

complementation and recombination in the sense that any
pairwise combination of two mutants ~ will eventually restore
wild type phenotype by recombination, but only the four
complementation groups have been seen. Furthermore, by using
the petite mutants to complement box mutants, one can make the
distinction between those mutants which are complemented and
those that can complement. In this way it can be seen that no
exon mutant can be complemented.
They can only complement
intron mutants. The same conclusion can be derived from the
experiments on the combinations of diuron resistance with exon
and
intron mutations,
namely
that
in all
cases
of
complementation, all the exons from one parental gene with the
mutated intron are expressed. In other words, the only thing
that you can do in complementation is to overcome an intron
mutation and allow splicing to occur. In this way, one can say
with certainty that box-8 is not complemented; it complements
box-3 mutations but does not complement box- IO and box- 7
mutations.

G.M. CHURCH:

I agree.

A. HALBREICH: The other point of criticism, on your proposed
spligase concerns the fact that box-4 mutants have a stop
codon inside that exon; consequently they cannot translate
beyond that exon into the next intron, nevertheless, most of
them are processed normally.
Similarly, the box-l mutant,
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cannot be translated beyond box-l and therefore cannot
possibly make the last spligase that you eluded to.
In

conclusion,there is no possibility for this kind of a model.
C.M. CHURCH: I'll basically just address the box-l situation.
As I've mentioned, certain box-l alleles, in fact two out of
the

original

three,

are

pleiotropic

in

terms

of

gene

expression, which indicates that they are, in fact, affecting
a downstream function.
In addition, one of them complements
box-7-1 poorly. I agree in the sense that this is a weak point
in the theory.

